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Abstract

In many computer vision classification tasks, class pri-
ors at test time often differ from priors on the training set.
In the case of such prior shift, classifiers must be adapted
correspondingly to maintain close to optimal performance.
This paper analyzes methods for adaptation of probabilistic
classifiers to new priors and for estimating new priors on an
unlabeled test set. We propose a novel method to address a
known issue of prior estimation methods based on confusion
matrices, where inconsistent estimates of decision proba-
bilities and confusion matrices lead to negative values in
the estimated priors. Experiments on fine-grained image
classification datasets provide insight into the best prac-
tice of prior shift estimation and classifier adaptation, and
show that the proposed method achieves state-of-the-art re-
sults in prior adaptation. Applying the best practice to two
tasks with naturally imbalanced priors, learning from web-
crawled images and plant species classification, increased
the recognition accuracy by 1.1% and 3.4% respectively.

1. Introduction
Let us consider probabilistic classifiers that estimate the

posterior probability p(Y |X), where X and Y are random
variables describing an observation and its correct class la-
bel respectively. In the framework of empirical risk mini-
mization, the classifier parameters are trained by minimiz-
ing the loss function on a training set, which is assumed to
come from the same distribution as the expected test data.
However, in many classification tasks, the class prior prob-
abilities pE(Y ) on an evaluation set (test set) differ from
pT (Y ) on the training set, while the class-conditional dis-
tributions remain unchanged, i.e. pE(X|Y ) = pT (X|Y ).
In case of this phenomenon, called prior shift or label shift,
classifiers require adaptation to maintain close to optimal
performance.

For example, let us assume symptoms X common to sev-
eral diseases with fixed conditional probabilities p(X|Y ). If

Code is available at https://github.com/sipkatom/
The-Hitchhiker-s-Guide-to-Prior-Shift-Adaptation

we use a previously trained classifier during an outbreak of
a disease, the classification results should change according
to the new prior probabilities pE(Y ). As another example,
let us consider species classification, where specimens of a
species have the same appearance model p(X|Y ), yet the
species incidence pE(Y ) may change according to location,
time of year, and other environmental factors.

Other domain adaptation scenarios considered in the lit-
erature include covariate shift [23, 19], also called sample
selection bias – when the appearance model p(X) changes,
but the conditional output distribution p(Y |X) is invariant;
and conditional shift [24] – where p(Y ) remains the same,
but p(X|Y ) changes. This paper focuses solely on the prob-
lem of prior shift, also denoted label shift or target shift.

Class priors often follow a long-tail (LT) distribution.
Classification on the less frequent classes can be improved
by specific imbalanced/long-tail data losses, such as Focal
loss [13] or LDAM loss [3], and training methods, such as
OLTR [15] or BLT [11]. While we experiment with prior
shifts from and to LT distributions, we focus on test-time
adaptation of pre-trained classifiers with outputs approxi-
mating posterior probabilities, trained by cross entropy loss
minimization. The paper does not aim at improving long-
tail training methods, which is a different task than prior
shift adaptation, where the shift can happen between arbi-
trary class distribution, not only long-tailed. We consider
the standard classification task, i.e. a Bayesian decision
problem with a 0/1 loss. We thus aim at improving the ac-
curacy of the pre-trained classifier after prior shift.

As the first contribution, the paper summarizes existing
methods for adaptation to prior shift and experimentally an-
swers questions about the best practice, such as:
• Should an existing classifier be adapted to new priors by

re-weighting its predictions, or is it worth it to re-train the
classifier with training sampling matching the shift?

• What is the best practice to estimate, in an unsupervised
way, class priors on a test set?

• Is it better to directly estimate test priors, or shall the im-
portance weights [14] be estimated?

• How does the estimate quality depend on the test set size?
As the second contribution, we propose a maximum like-
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lihood approach for correcting all estimates based on the in-
version of confusion matrix [6, 18, 21], where inconsistent
estimates of decision probabilities and confusion matrices
could result in negative values. Vucetic and Obradovic [21],
who use a bootstrapping framework, avoid such infeasible
solutions by discarding corresponding bootstrap replicates.
McLachlan [16] and Forman [6] mention clipping the esti-
mate into the range 0–100%. To the best of our knowledge,
this paper is the first to provide a well-grounded solution
to this problem. The proposed method, (S)CML, achieves
state-of-the-art results, in most cases performing better than
existing methods including the “Hard-To-Beat” EM with
Bias-Corrected Calibration [1].

As the third contribution, we propose a Maximum
A-Posteriori estimation method (S)CMM, extending the
proposed CM-based likelihood maximization (S)CML by
adding a hyper-prior. We show that a Dirichlet hyper-prior,
as in [20], improves the estimation of dense distributions,
and performs better than the existing MAP estimation [20].

2. Related Work

Several methods have been proposed to tackle adapta-
tion to prior shift, either by adapting the predictions of a
pre-trained classifier [5, 18, 20, 21] or by re-training the
classifier with adjusted training sample weights [2, 14].

The new priors are commonly unknown, but can be es-
timated from an unlabeled set of observations. Vucetic
and Obradovic [21] estimate the new priors pE(Y ) from
the classifier’s probabilities p(D = i|Y = k) of predict-
ing class i when the true class is k, i.e. from the confu-
sion matrix (CM) of the classifier. Saerens et al. [18] pro-
pose an EM algorithm for Maximum Likelihood Estimation
(MLE) of priors from predictions of posterior probabilities
p(Y |X), and experimentally show an improvement com-
pared to no adaptation and compared to a Confusion Matrix
based estimate. Du Plessis and Sugiyama [5] prove that
the EM procedure [18] is equivalent to fixed-point-iteration
minimization of the KL divergence between the new in-
put density pE(X) and the marginalization of the joint dis-
tribution

∑
Y

pE(Y )p(X|Y ). Du Plessis and Sugiyama [5]

also propose methods for direct divergence minimization in
cases where the input density p(x) can be directly modeled,
e.g. with a kernel-based non-parametric estimate. Sulc and
Matas [20] emphasize the importance of adapting to new
priors in fine-grained image classification and propose a
Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) estimation adding a Dirich-
let hyper-prior.

Lipton et al. [14] propose a confusion matrix based es-
timate of the prior ratio w(Y ) = pE(Y )

pT (Y ) , forming a Black
Box Shift Learning (BBSL) framework. Azizzadenesheli
et al. [2] propose to increase the stability of the prior ra-
tio estimation by regularizing the distribution shift, forming

the Regularized Learning under Label Shifts (RLLS) frame-
work. Both methods [2, 14] then re-train the classifier with
sample weights according to the prior ratio.

Alexandri et al. [1] propose a bias-corrected version of
temperature scaling for classifier calibration and use the EM
algorithm for prior estimation on the calibrated predictions.
They experimentally show that adapting a calibrated clas-
sifier to new priors estimated by EM outperforms the re-
trained classifiers using BBSL [14] and RLLS [2], making
EM with Bias-Corrected Calibration “Hard-To-Beat”.

In the following subsections, we assess the existing
methods and formulate them in a unified notation.

2.1. Classifier Adaptation

Let X be a feature space, K the number of classes
and f : X → ∆K−1 a classifier mapping observations x ∈
X onto the probability simplex ∆K−1. The classifier is
trained to approximate class posteriors f(x) ≈ p(Y |x),
e.g. by cross-entropy minimization. The training set T =
{xi, yi}Ni=1 is sampled from distribution pT (X,Y ). In the
case of prior shift, the priors on evaluation set E = {xi}Mi=1

change to pE(Y ), while the appearance model pT (X|Y ) =
pE(X|Y ) remains the same.

We consider different cases of classifier adaptation,
where the new priors pE(Y ) are either known or unknown,
and the classifier:

1. is fixed and trained on a known training set T ,
2. will be trained on the training set T and we can change

the training procedure,
3. is fixed and trained on an unknown training set T .

2.2. Adaptation of a Fixed Classifier to New Priors

A probabilistic classifiers fT (x) ≈ pT (Y |x) is simply
adapted [5, 18, 20] to new a-priori probabilities pE(Y ) fol-
lowing the Bayes theorem:

pT (x|Y ) = pE(x|Y ) =
pT (Y |x)pT (x)

pT (Y )
=

pE(Y |x)pE(x)
pE(Y )

(1)
The new predictive prior pE(Y |x) is then:

pE(Y |x) = pT (Y |x)pE(Y )pT (x)

pT (Y )pE(x)
∝ pT (Y |x) pE(Y )

pT (Y )
(2)

We can proceed with estimating pE(Y ) with one of
the methods from Sections 2.3 and 2.4. Alternatively,
we can directly estimate the ratio of the priors w(Y ) =
pE(Y )/pT (Y ) as in Section 2.5.

2.3. Estimation of New Priors Based on Confusion
Matrices

A standard procedure [16, 18] for prior estimation is
based on a K × K confusion matrix (CM) in the format
Cd|y , where the value in the k-th column and i-th row is
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the probability p(D = i|Y = k) of classifier f deciding for
class i when the true class is k. Assuming that the density
pT (X|Y ) = pE(X|Y ) remains unchanged, the confusion
matrix Cd|y of a classifier does not change with prior shift
[14]. Marginalizing over the joint density p(D,Y ):

p(D = i) =

K∑
k=1

p(D = i|Y = k)p(Y = k)

p(D) = Cd|yp(Y )

(3)

McLachnan [16] and Saerens et al. [18] simply compute the
new priors pE(Y ) from Equation (3):

p̂E(Y ) = Ĉ−1
d|yp̂E(D), (4)

using an estimate of Cd|y computed on a validation set and
an estimate of p(D) computed by counting the classifier de-
cisions on the test set.

Let us also consider a soft confusion matrix1 (SCM) Csoft
d|y

estimated from the classifier’s soft predictions f as

ĉsoft
:,k =

1

Nk

∑
xi:yi=k

f(xi), (5)

where ĉsoft
:,k denotes the k-th column of SCM. The probabil-

ity psoft
E (D) can be estimated by averaging predictions f(x)

over the test set. The new priors are then computed simi-
larly to Equation (4).

2.4. Estimation of New Priors Based on Posterior
Predictions

2.4.1 Maximum Likelihood and EM Algorithm

Saerens et al. [18] suggested to estimate priors pE(Y ) on the
evaluation set E = {xi}Mi=1 by maximizing the likelihood:

L(E) =
M∏
i=1

pE(xi) =

M∏
i=1

K∑
k=1

pE(xi|Y = k)pE(Y = k) (6)

They proposed an EM algorithm which iteratively re-
computes the prior estimates.

Du Plessis and Sugiyama [5] showed that the EM algo-
rithm can be derived from minimization of KL divergence
between pE(x) and its approximation. This leads to maxi-
mization of log-likelihood l(E) = logL(E):

P̂∗ = argmax
P̂

1

M

M∑
i=1

log

K∑
k=1

P̂k
pT (Y = k|xi)

pT (Y = k)

s.t.

K∑
k=1

P̂k = 1; ∀k : P̂k ≥ 0,

(7)

where P̂k = p̂E(Y = k).

1Following the terminology of Lipton et al. [14].

Sulc and Matas [20] experimented with maximizing the
log-likelihood function by projected gradient ascent:

P̂ s+1
k = π

(
P̂ s
k +

∂l(E)
∂P̂k

)
(8)

where π(·) denotes projection onto the probability simplex
and

∂l(E)
∂P̂k

=

M∑
i=1

pT (Y=k|xi)
pT (Y=k)∑K

j=1 P̂k
pT (Y=j|x′

i)

pT (Y=j)

. (9)

The experimental results showed that the EM algorithm
converged faster than gradient ascent, while achieving
similar results.

2.4.2 Maximum Aposteriori Estimation

Sulc and Matas [20] proposed a maximum a-posteriori esti-
mation:

P̂∗ = argmax
P̂

p(P̂|E) = argmax
P̂

p(P̂)p(E|P̂)

= argmax
P̂

log p(P̂) + log p(E|P̂)︸ ︷︷ ︸
l(E)

(10)

where the distribution p(P̂) is a hyper-prior representing
some additional knowledge about class distribution. Specif-
ically, they used a symmetric Dirichlet distribution Dir(α).

The solution to maximum a-posteriori can be found
by projected gradient ascent, adding the derivative of
logDir(α) into the π(·) function: in Equation (8):

∂ log p(P)

∂Pk
=

∂ logDir(α)

∂Pk
=

α− 1

Pk
(11)

2.5. Estimation of Prior Ratio Based on Confusion
Matrices

Lipton et al. [14] estimate the prior ratio w(Y ) = pE(Y )
pT (Y )

using a confusion matrix in the format Cd,y , i.e. with joint
probability p(D = i, Y = k), unlike the conditional proba-
bility used in Section 2.3. Since pT (D|Y ) = pE(D|Y ):

pE(D = i) =

K∑
k=1

pT (D = i|Y = k)pE(Y = k)

=

K∑
k=1

pT (D = i, Y = k)
pE(Y = k)

pT (Y = k)︸ ︷︷ ︸
w(Y=k)

pE(D) = Cd,yw(Y ) =⇒ ŵ(Y ) = Ĉ−1
d,yp̂E(D)

(12)

This estimation is called Black Box Shift Estimation
(BBSE). A variant using a soft confusion matrix Csoft

d,y is
denoted BBSE-S.

Note that even the estimation of prior ratio may suf-
fer from inconsistent estimates of the confusion matrix and
p(D), as demonstrated in the Supplementary Material.
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2.6. Classifier Calibration

In the aforementioned methods, we often treated the
classifier outputs fT (x) as estimates of posterior probabil-
ity pT (Y |(x)). In practice, outputs of common probabilistic
classifiers, such as Convolutional Neural Networks, tend to
provide over-confident predictions due to over-fitting to the
training set. Guo et al. [9] study confidence calibration in
the context of neural networks, and compare several mod-
els for classifier calibration, of which a simple temperature
scaling (TS) procedure performs the best in terms of the cal-
ibration error. With temperature scaling, the softmax logits
z(x) are divided by the temperature T :

pTS(y = i|x) = exp (zi(x)/T )∑
j exp (zi(x)/T )

(13)

While lowering the calibration error, Alexandri et al. [1]
show that temperature scaling is not a suitable calibration
for adaptation to prior shift, possibly because of large sys-
tematic biases in the calibrated probabilities. They pro-
pose Bias-Corrected Temperature Scaling (BCTS), adding
a class-specific bias term:

pBCTS(y = i|x) = exp(zi(x)/T + bi)∑
j exp(zj(x)/T + bj)

(14)

Alexandri et al. [1] show that such bias-corrected clas-
sifier calibration improves prior-adaptation with the EM-
algorithm [18] from Section 2.4.1, outperforming both
BBSL [14] and RLLS [2].

2.7. Training Data Sampling Strategies for Prior
Shift Adaptation

A possible alternative to adapting the predictions f(x) ≈
pT (Y |x) following Equation (2) is to instead train a new
classifier fE(x) ≈ pE(Y |x) by changing the sampling strat-
egy from the training set according to pE(Y ). A similar ap-
proach was used e.g. in the winning submission of iNatural-
ist 2017 [4], where the training data was highly imbalanced,
while the validation and test data were rather balanced in
terms of class priors. The classifier in [4] was first trained
on the full training set and then fine-tuned on a balanced
subset of the training set. Unlike [4], we propose to use all
training examples, but sample the training data following
pE(Y ).

Prior adaptation following Equation (2) will be com-
pared to re-training the network with adapted sampling in
the experiments in Section 4.1. The practical disadvantage
of the later approach is clear: the necessity to re-train the
classifier with every new prior distribution.

p(Y )

1 1

1

p(D)

∆K−1

1 1

1

c:,1

c:,2

c:,3
Φc

C−1

C

Figure 1: The convex set ΦC ⊂ ∆K−1 of all possible values
of p(D) for a classifier with confusion matrix C.

3. Proposed Methods
3.1. Maximum Likelihood Estimate Based on Con-

fusion Matrices

As observed in the literature [6, 16, 21], Equation (4)
can result in a vector outside of the ∆K−1 simplex, i.e. the
estimate can contain negative values. We observe this phe-
nomenon is common in practice.

Following Equation (3), the probability of classifier de-
cisions p(D) is a convex combination of columns in Cd|y
as p(Y ) ∈ ∆K−1. Since the columns of the confusion ma-
trix are probability vectors, they define a convex set ΦC of
feasible values p(D) within the probability simplex ∆K−1.
In other words, a classifier with confusion matrix C will re-
sult in decisions from p(D) ∈ ΦC. The class distribution
p(Y ) determines the value of p(D) within ΦC. See Figure
1 for illustration. For the true distribution p(D) and confu-
sion matrix Cd|y , Equation (3) holds. The problem occurs
when we work with estimates of the true distribution p̂(D)
and confusion matrix Ĉd|y . If the estimates computed from
a limited sample are not consistent, there may be no prior
probability p̂(Y ) satisfying Equation (3): For example, hav-

ing d|y =

[
0.8 0.2
0.2 0.8

]
, p̂(D) =

[
1
0

]
, the unique solution

to Equation (3) is p̂(Y ) =

[
4
3

− 1
3

]
.

We propose a novel procedure for prior estimation based
on maximizing the likelihood of pE(D), which handles in-
consistent estimates of p̂(D) and confusion matrix Ĉd|y , as
can work even with singular matrices Ĉd|y , as it does not
use matrix inversion.

Let n = (n1, . . . , nK) be the numbers of classifier’s de-
cisions for class 1, . . . ,K on test set E and let us denote
Q = (q1, . . . , qk) := pE(D) the probabilities of classifier
decisions on the test distribution pE(X,Y ). Assuming the
independence of classifier decisions on the test set E , the
likelihood of Q follows by the multinomial distribution:

L(Q) = p(n|Q) =
(n1 + . . .+ nK)!

n1! · . . . · nK !
·qn1

1 · . . . ·qnK

K (15)
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Substituting Equation (3) into the likelihood function
L(Q), we can express the likelihood function of class priors
P:

L(P) = p(n|P) =
(n1 + . . .+ nK)!

n1! · . . . · nK !

K∏
k=1

(ck,: ·P)nk ,

(16)
where ck,: is the k-th row of Cd|y .

The log-likelihood is:

ℓ(P) = log p(n|P) =

K∑
k=1

nk log(ck,: ·P) + θn, (17)

where θn is constant for a fixed n.
We estimate the new class priors by maximizing the log-

likelihood from Equation (17):

P̂ =argmax
P

ℓ(P) = argmax
P

K∑
k=1

nk log ck,:P (18a)

s.t.:
K∑

k=1

Pk = 1; ∀k : Pk ≥ 0 (18b)

The convex objective can be iteratively maximized using
projected gradient ascent:

P̂s+1 = π
(
P̂s +∇ℓ(Ps)

)
(19)

where π(·) denotes projection onto the probability simplex
[22] and the gradient is computed as:

∇ℓ(P) =

K∑
k=1

nk

ck,: ·P
ck,: (20)

3.2. Maximum A Posteriori Estimate Based on Con-
fusion Matrices

Additional assumptions on the distribution P can be for-
mulated as a hyper-prior p(P). We can then extend the pro-
posed procedure from Section 3.1 to formulate maximum
a-posteriori (MAP) estimation:

P̂MAP = argmax
P

p(P|n) = argmax
P

p(P)p(n|P)

= argmax
P

log p(P) + argmax
P

log p(n|P)

s.t.: ∀k : Pk ≥ 0;

K∑
k=1

Pk = 1

(21)

where p(P) denotes a hyper-prior on P and log p(n|P)
is log-likelihood given by Equation (17).

Following [20] we use a symmetric Dirichlet hyper-prior
Dir(α), favouring dense distributions P with α > 1, and a
sparse distribution for 0 < α < 1.

The solution to maximum a-posteriori can be found by
projected gradient ascent, adding the hyper-prior derivative
from Equation (11) into the π(·) function in Equation (19).

4. Experiments
In this section, we compare the existing and proposed

methods for prior shift adaptation on existing long-tailed
versions of standard image classification datasets: the
CIFAR100-LT [3], Places365-LT [15] and ImageNet-LT
[15]. Unlike Cao et al. [3], our experiments require a valida-
tion set. Therefore, our training set, denoted as CIFAR100-
LT, is smaller than of the original CIFAR100-LT, keeping
50 samples from each class for the validation set. Using
the same script as Cao et al. [3] to sample the training set,
the resulting imbalance ratio of 112.5 slightly differs from
the original ratio of 100. For Places365-LT and ImageNet-
LT, we use the same training and validation splits as Liu
et al. [15]. Networks trained on these long-tailed datasets
are then evaluated on uniformly distributed test sets (UNI).
We also provide experiments in the other direction, de-
noted as UNI→LT, where networks trained on the full CI-
FAR100 and Places365 datasets are evaluated on test sets
subsampled from the full test sets following the prior dis-
tributions of CIFAR100-LT and Places365-LT. Additional
experiments on subsets of CIFAR100 and Places365 with
hand-picked class distributions are in the suppl. material.

To evaluate the methods on practical tasks with prior
shift, we experiment with fine-grained plant classification
on the PlantCLEF data [7, 8] and with learning to clas-
sify ImageNet [17] classes from a long-tailed noisy training
dataset downloaded from the web, Webvision 1.0 [12].

In the experiments with ImageNet and Webvision, we
trained a ResNet-18 [10] classifier with the standard in-
put size 224x224 from scratch. In the experiments on
Places365 and PlantCLEF, we finetuned ResNet-18 from an
ImageNet-pretrained checkpoint. In the CIFAR100 experi-
ments, we used a ResNet-32 adjusted to input size 32x32.

4.1. New Priors Are Known: Adapt or Re-Train?

Let us first examine the case when new class priors pE
are known, and compare:

1. Adapting the predictions of a previously trained clas-
sifier fT (x) ≈ pT (Y |x), following Eq. (2).

2. Training a classifier fE(x) with a sampler following
the known new class priors pE .

When adapting predictions of classifier fT following Eq.
(2), the trained priors can be determined either as a propor-
tion of class labels in the training set, p̂NT (Y = k) = Nk

N ,
or as the average of predictions f(x) on the training set,

p̂fT (Y ) = 1
N

n∑
i=1

f(xi).

The training- and adaptation- strategies are experimen-
tally compared on the CIFAR100-LT∗, Places365-LT and
ImageNet-LT datasets in Table 1. The results show that
adaptation of the classifier performs better than re-training
the classifier with weighted sampling following pE . In most
cases, the best results are achieved when trained priors are
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Figure 2: Long-tailed class distributions used in the CIFAR100-LT∗ [3], Places365-LT [15] and ImageNet-LT [15] datasets.
Note that our CIFAR-100-LT∗ slightly differs from the original CIFAR-100-LT [3], which did not have a validation set.

Standard training sampler Sampler follows pE

Dataset
BCTS [1]
calibrated NA pE

p̂NT

pE

p̂fT

NA

CIFAR100∗

LT→UNI ✗ 31.66±1.27 33.99±1.41 34.06±1.35 22.44
LT→UNI ✓ 31.71±1.29 30.41±1.57 34.54±1.32 22.44
UNI→LT ✗ 63.83±0.82 69.14±0.61 69.13±0.58 67.34
UNI→LT ✓ 63.83±0.82 70.63±0.75 70.65±0.75 67.34

Places365
LT→UNI ✗ 25.14±0.14 28.03±6.09 32.99±0.46 24.98
LT→UNI ✓ 25.16±0.14 27.36±6.18 33.51±0.25 25.00

ImageNet LT→UNI ✗ 34.30±0.19 37.36±0.07 37.34±0.15 30.01
LT→UNI ✓ 34.31±0.19 36.07±0.30 37.45±0.19 30.01

Table 1: “Adapt or Re-Train?” Accuracy (± std. dev.) of classifiers adapted to new known priors pE(Y ) with different
estimates of trained priors (p̂NT ,p̂fT ), compared to training a classifier with a sampling strategy following pE(Y ). NA denotes
no adaptation of predictions. Results of classifier adaptation on CIFAR are averaged from 10 experiments, on Places365 and
ImagNet from 5 experiments respectively. Re-training the classifier with a sampler following pE(Y ) was only experimented
once for each dataset.

estimated from the predictions on the training set. We will
thus estimate the trained priors by p̂T (Y ) = p̂fT (Y ).

4.2. Prior Shift Estimation

4.2.1 Improving Estimates from Confusion Matrices

Table 2 compares accuracy after adaptation with new prior
estimate based on confusion matrix (CM) inversion [18]
and our proposed method from Section 3.1 (CML) . The
proposed method handles inconsistent estimates p̂(D) and
Ĉd|y and consistently improves the results both using the
confusion matrix (CML) and the soft confusion matrix
(SCML). In all cases, the proposed SCML method using
soft confusion matrix achieves the best results.

4.2.2 Methods for MLE and MAP Prior Estimation

Existing methods for maximum likelihood and maximum a-
posteriori prior estimation are compared against the meth-
ods proposed in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 respectively in Table 3.
Note that the methods maximize a different likelihood func-
tion: The EM algorithm of Saerens et al. [18] maximizes
the likelihood of observed classifier outputs f(xi), while

the proposed methods based on confusion matrix (CML)
and soft confusion matrix (SCML) maximize the likelihood
of classifiers decisions argmaxk f(xi). The same differ-
ence in likelihood functions holds for the MAP approach of
Sulc and Matas [20] and MAP estimate proposed in Sec-
tion 3.2, but we use the same hyper-prior on pE(Y ) for all
methods: Dir(α = 3).

From the maximum likelihood estimators, the proposed
SCML achieves the best results in most cases, with the
exception of Places365 ”UNI→LT”, where the EM algo-
rithm performed slightly better. Similarly, the Maximum
A-Posteriori version of the proposed method, SCMM per-
forms better than the existing MAP estimate [20] in most
cases. As expected, the MAP estimation improves upon
MLE on the dense test distributions, favoured by the Dirich-
let hyper-prior.

4.3. Prior Ratio Estimation

Having an estimate of the trained priors, Table 4 com-
pares prior ratio estimation with BBSE, BBSE-S [14] and
RLLS [2] against the best performing prior estimation
methods, CML and SCML. The results indicate that it is
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Dataset
BCTS [1]
calibrated NA CM CML SCM SCML Oracle

CIFAR100∗

LT→UNI ✗ 31.66±1.27 21.37±2.68 33.00±1.56 26.64±3.85 33.47±1.33 34.06±1.35

LT→UNI ✓ 31.67±1.27 19.11±2.98 32.41±1.50 26.98±3.76 33.42±1.51 34.40±1.38

UNI→LT ✗ 63.83±0.82 68.06±0.92 68.08±0.75 68.10±0.81 68.24±0.75 69.13±0.58

UNI→LT ✓ 63.83±0.82 69.08±0.94 69.10±0.98 69.31±0.94 69.40±0.77 70.65±0.75

Places365

LT→UNI ✗ 25.14±0.14 17.45±0.30 27.77±0.45 19.78±2.21 28.47±0.14 32.99±0.46

LT→UNI ✓ 25.14±0.14 16.24±1.39 27.69±0.51 18.88±1.61 27.83±0.27 33.38±0.31

UNI→LT ✗ 58.17±1.01 81.16±0.61 81.64±0.63 82.04±0.15 82.04±0.63 88.14±0.27

UNI→LT ✓ 58.17±1.01 81.20±0.61 81.65±0.61 82.04±0.15 82.07±0.66 88.15±0.30

ImageNet LT→UNI ✗ 34.30±0.19 19.02±0.26 33.57±0.33 23.94±2.04 35.91±0.20 37.34±0.15

LT→UNI ✓ 34.30±0.19 17.28±0.48 32.34±0.41 24.78±3.06 35.86±0.17 37.39±0.16

Table 2: “Improve Estimates from Confusion Matrix.’’ Accuracy (± std. dev.) after adaptation with new prior estimate based
on confusion matrix (CM) inversion [18] and our proposed method from Section 3.1 (CML). SCM denotes soft confusion
matrix, NA denotes no adaptation, Oracle is adaptation with ground truth priors. Results on CIFAR are averaged from 10
experiments, results on Places and ImageNet are averaged from 5 experiments. Best results are displayed in bold.

BCTS [1]
calibrated NA MLE MAP OracleDataset EM CML SCML MAP CMM SCMM

CIFAR100∗

LT→UNI ✗ 31.66±1.27 32.81±1.41 33.00±1.56 33.47±1.33 32.73±1.42 33.49±1.45 33.50±1.40 34.06±1.35

LT→UNI ✓ 31.67±1.27 29.43±1.59 32.41±1.50 33.42±1.51 24.46±12.43 33.99±1.43 34.13±1.53 34.40±1.38

UNI→LT ✗ 63.83±0.82 67.23±0.88 68.08±0.75 68.24±0.75 66.72±0.91 67.01±0.91 67.00±0.87 69.13±0.58

UNI→LT ✓ 63.83±0.82 69.17±0.91 69.10±0.98 69.40±0.77 68.30±0.77 68.42±0.84 68.38±0.73 70.65±0.75

Places365

LT→UNI ✗ 25.14±0.14 28.02±0.92 27.77±0.45 28.47±0.14 25.22±0.13 28.02±0.24 27.68±0.13 32.99±0.46

LT→UNI ✓ 25.14±0.14 28.09±1.32 27.69±0.51 27.83±0.27 28.57±0.24 27.92±0.24 27.41±0.15 33.38±0.31

UNI→LT ✗ 58.17±1.01 82.63±0.31 81.64±0.63 82.04±0.63 76.97±0.45 76.13±0.56 73.27±0.46 88.14±0.27

UNI→LT ✓ 58.17±1.01 82.63±0.26 81.65±0.61 82.07±0.66 77.00±0.41 76.16±0.54 73.30±0.46 88.15±0.30

ImageNet LT→UNI ✗ 34.30±0.19 34.63±0.29 33.57±0.33 35.91±0.20 34.64±0.20 36.41±0.17 36.57±0.16 37.34±0.15

LT→UNI ✓ 34.30±0.19 27.26±2.25 32.34±0.41 35.86±0.17 20.65±18.77 36.18±0.12 36.80±0.14 37.39±0.16

Table 3: “How to estimate new priors?” Accuracy (± std. dev.) after adaptation to new priors estimated with different
Maximum Likelihood and Maximum A Posteriori estimates. NA denotes no adaptation, Oracle is adaptation with ground
truth priors. Best MLE and MAP results are underlined for fT and calibrated fT . Results on CIFAR are averaged from 10
experiments, results on Places and ImageNet are averaged from 5 experiments. Best results are displayed in bold.

better to estimate the new priors than to directly estimate
the prior ratio with BBSE or BBSE-S.

4.4. Dependence on the Number of Test Samples

Figure 3 displays the accuracy on the uniformly dis-
tributed sets after adaptation of classifiers trained on the
CIFAR100-LT∗ and Places365-LT datasets with different
prior estimation methods, as a function of the number of
test examples used for prior estimation. While the proposed
SCML method achieves slightly higher accuracy with more
samples, the EM algorithm works slightly better with low
number of samples. With extremely low number of sam-
ples, prior estimation should be omitted.

4.5. Applying the Best Practice

The lessons learned were applied to two tasks with natu-
rally imbalanced priors:

A classifier trained on the imbalanced Webvision 1.0
dataset achieved 57.12% accuracy on the ImageNet valida-
tion set. ImageNet has a uniform class distribution. We cal-
ibrated the classifier with BCTS [1], estimated the trained
prior, and adapted the predictions by Equation (2). The clas-
sification accuracy improved to 58.22%.

A classifier of 10,000 plant species trained on the Plant-
CLEF 2017 dataset (EOL+test) achieved 37.95% accuracy
on the PlantCLEF 2018 test set of 2072 images. Because
the number of samples was very low, we used the EM algo-
rithm [1, 18] on the calibrated predictions. Adapting to the
estimated priors increased the accuracy to 41.35%.

5. Conclusions

This paper reviews and compares existing methods for
adaptation to prior shift and proposes a novel method to
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Dataset
BCTS [1]
calibrated NA SCML RLLS BBSE BBSE-S Oracle

CIFAR100∗

LT→UNI ✗ 31.66±1.27 33.47±1.33 32.75±1.40 31.28±1.58 31.92±1.62 34.06±1.35

LT→UNI ✓ 31.67±1.27 33.42±1.51 32.62±1.46 26.47±1.87 29.06±2.65 34.40±1.38

UNI→LT ✗ 63.83±0.82 68.24±0.75 68.02±0.77 67.95±0.96 68.12±0.90 69.13±0.58

UNI→LT ✓ 63.83±0.82 69.40±0.77 69.05±0.97 69.30±0.99 69.51±0.98 70.65±0.75

Places365

LT→UNI ✗ 25.14±0.14 28.47±0.14 26.94±0.41 24.79±0.74 25.55±0.69 32.99±0.46

LT→UNI ✓ 25.14±0.14 27.83±0.27 27.03±0.40 23.12±0.79 23.68±0.75 33.38±0.31

UNI→LT ✗ 58.17±1.01 82.04±0.63 82.04±0.69 80.66±0.57 81.69±0.20 88.14±0.27

UNI→LT ✓ 58.17±1.01 82.07±0.66 82.04±0.69 80.71±0.56 81.69±0.20 88.15±0.30

ImageNet LT→UNI ✗ 34.30±0.19 35.91±0.20 34.69±0.14 30.77±0.31 31.31±0.90 37.34±0.15

LT→UNI ✓ 34.30±0.19 35.86±0.17 34.31±0.08 26.89±0.49 28.05±1.69 37.39±0.16

Table 4: “Estimate test priors or directly the prior ratio?” Accuracy (± std. dev.) after adaptation with the priors estimated by
SCML or with the prior ratio estimated by BBSE [14] and RLLS [2] (without re-training). Results on CIFAR are averaged
from 10 experiments, results on Places and ImageNet are averaged from 5 experiments. Best results are displayed in bold.
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Figure 3: “How many samples do I need?” Accuracy
after adapting CIFAR100-LT→UNI (left) and Places365-
LT→UNI (right) using #samples for prior estimation.

deal with a known problem of existing methods based on
confusion matrices [6, 18, 21], where inconsistent estimates
of decision probabilities and confusion matrices can result
in negative values in the estimated priors. The proposed
method, (S)CML, deals with this problem by constrained
maximization of the likelihood of classifier decisions on the
new test set. It has further been extended into a Maximum
A-Posteriori estimator (S)CMM by adding a hyper-prior on
the new prior distribution.

Experimental analysis of the existing and proposed
methods for prior shift adaptation suggests the following
best practice:
• Adaptation of the original classifier typically performs

better than re-training the classifier with sampling match-
ing the shift, and is significantly computationally cheaper.

• The proposed method handles inconsistent estimates
p̂(D) and Ĉd|y and consistently improves the results both
using the confusion matrix (CML) and the soft confusion
matrix (SCML).

• From the compared maximum likelihood estimators, the
proposed SCML achieves the best results in most cases.

• The EM algorithm [18, 1] works better with a low number
of samples. With extremely low number of samples, prior
estimation should better be omitted at all.

• The proposed Maximum A-Posteriori approach, SCMM,
performs better than the existing MAP estimate [20].

• If trained priors can be estimated, it is better to estimate
the test set priors than to directly estimate the prior ratio
with BBSE or RLLS.

• Prior shift adaptation relies on a well-calibrated classi-
fier, assumed in Eq. (2). In [1], BCTS improves prior
shift adaptation of classifiers trained on uniform distribu-
tion, similarly to our UNI→LT experiments. With class-
specific parameters, BCTS may overfit to errors on the
validation set. For classifiers trained on LT datasets, we
show BCTS is not a reliable calibration method, as it of-
ten decreases the final recognition accuracy.

Applying the best practice to two tasks with naturally imbal-
anced priors, learning from web-crawled images and plant
classification, increased the accuracy by 1.1% and 3.4% re-
spectively.
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